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This book offers an introduction to API security with OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect. In less
than 50 pages you will gain an overview of the capabilities of OAuth. You will learn the core
concepts of OAuth. You will get to know all four OAuth flows that are used in cloud solutions and
mobile apps.If you have tried to read the official OAuth specification, you may get the impression
that OAuth is complex. This book explains OAuth in simple terms. The different OAuth flows are
visualized graphically using sequence diagrams. The diagrams allow you to see the big picture
of the various OAuth interactions. This high-level overview is complemented with rich set of
example requests and responses and an explanation of the technical details.In the book the
challenges and benefits of OAuth are presented, followed by an explanation of the technical
concepts of OAuth. The technical concepts include the actors, endpoints, tokens and the four
OAuth flows. Each flow is described in detail, including the use cases for each flow. Extensions
of OAuth are presented, such as OpenID Connect and the SAML2 Bearer Profile.Who should
read this book?You do not have the time to read long books? This book provides an overview,
the core concepts, without getting lost in the small-small details. This book provides all the
necessary information to get started with OAuth in less than 50 pages.You believe OAuth is
complicated? OAuth may seem complex with flows and redirects going back and forth. This
book will give you clarity by introducing the seemingly complicated material by many
illustrations. These illustrations clearly show all the involved interaction parties and the
messages they exchange.You want to learn the OAuth concepts efficiently? This book uses
many illustrations and sequence diagrams. A good diagram says more than 1000 words.You
want to learn the difference between OAuth and OpenID Connect? You wonder when the two
concepts are used, what they have in common and what is different between them. This book
will help you answer this question.You want to use OAuth in your mobile app? If you want to
access resources that are protected by OAuth, you need to get a token first, before you can
access the resource. For this, you need to understand the OAuth flows and the dependencies
between the steps of the flows.You want to use OAuth to protect your APIs? OAuth is perfectly
suited to protect your APIs. You can learn which OAuth endpoints need to be provided and
which checks need to be made within the protected APIs.

About the AuthorKirsten Hunter is an API Evangelist with 10 years experience helping
developers and business stakeholders understand, design, and deliver amazing APIs. She
speaks frequently at industry conferences and gives workshops for API designers of all levels.
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read this book?You do not have the time to read long books? This book provides an overview,
the core concepts, without getting lost in the small-small details. This book provides all the
necessary information to get started with OAuth in far less than 100 pages.You believe OAuth is
complicated? OAuth may seem complicated with flows and redirects going back and forth. This
book will give you clarity by introducing the seemingly complicated material by many
illustrations. These illustrations clearly show all the involved interaction parties and the
messages they exchange.You want to learn the OAuth concepts efficiently? This book uses
many illustrations and sequence diagrams. A good diagram says more than 1000 words.You
want to learn the difference between OAuth and OpenID Connect? You wonder when the two
concepts are used, what they have in common and what is different between them. This book
will help you answer this question.You want to use OAuth in your mobile app? If you want to
access resources that are protected by OAuth, you need to get a token first, before you can
access the resource. For this, you need to understand the OAuth flows and the dependencies
between the steps of the flows.You want to use OAuth to protect your APIs? OAuth is perfectly



suited to protect your APIs. You can learn which OAuth endpoints need to be provided and
which checks need to be made within the protected APIs.1 IntroductionPeople have gotten a bit
sensitive about internet security and privacy. "Mobile apps, web-APIs and Cloud Services - yes, I
like and use them, but ... is my data really secure there? Can I control what happens to my data
and who can access is?" These and many related questions are top-of-mind for many cloud and
mobile users. And, who can blame them? With the recent incidents of compromised accounts
and stolen passwords, these types of question are more than justified.Organizations that offer
mobile apps and cloud services have to address these questions of their users. These
organizations are not any longer only web-startups, Google and Facebook. Today, the business
of almost every industry is transforming into a digital business. Businesses across the different
industries thus need to think about information security. To differentiate, more and more
traditional businesses increasingly create digital services for their customers. That is why all
types of businesses need to face the security questions of their users. Users demand the
responsible processing, storing and transmission of their data – and companies have to react
now. To win the trust of their customers and users, organizations need to take the concerns of
their users seriously. They can do this by building on established standards instead of building
proprietary solutions. In the context of web-APIs, mobile apps and cloud services, there are two
established standards for authentication and authorization: and . But which standard should be
used in a given scenario? How does the technology work? Which experiences have been
gathered from practical use of these technologies?1.1 The Password Anti-PatternAn example:
Sarah uses the mobile app of her car insurance to register a claim for a minor accident. On the
mobile app of her insurance company, she first has to authenticate by entering her username
and password. Because entering passwords is cumbersome, the mobile app saves the
credentials on the mobile.A second example: Tim wants his tweets from Twitter to appear on
LinkedIn automatically to stay in touch with his business contacts. To realize this functionality,
LinkedIn would need to have access to Tim's Twitter account. The simplistic solution would be to
provide LinkedIn with the credentials of Twitter, so LinkedIn can directly access Tim's
tweets.However, both "solutions" would be quite a security risk, since Sarah's password is saved
unprotected on the mobile and Tim's password is provided to another cloud service. Both
instances are examples of the "Password Anti-Pattern". In practice, this solution cannot be
used.1.2 What is OAuth 2?OAuth 2 is a standard for delegating authorization for accessing
resources via HTTP.OAuth 2 offers a solution for the scenarios of the examples above without
the risks of the password anti-pattern. With OAuth 2 we can give access rights to the mobile app,
without providing the password. Instead, a token is handed to the app. The token represents the
access rights for a subset of the data, for a short time frame. To obtain the token, the user first
logs in on the website of the OAuth server. The generated token can be an authorization code,
an access token or a refresh token. An access token allows access to a resource during a limited
time period. In case the token gets compromised, the access rights associated with the token
can be revoked.Sarah and Tim from the previous example will not notice any difference. The



user experience is roughly the same, whether OAuth is used or not. The important difference:
Sarah and Tim can use their mobile apps and cloud apps in a secure manner, if OAuth is used
under the hood.In fact, OAuth is under the hood of many modern cloud, mobile and web
applications. The end user can notice a few advantages. The advantages are that they have a
fine-granular control over the access to their data, do not need to give their password to third
parties, and if they should lose their mobile, they can remotely revoke all OAuth tokens which are
stored on the lost device.OAuth 2 is a standard that is used in mobile integration use cases,
when mobile apps need to communicate securely with server-side backend systems. OAuth 2 is
also the standard for securing APIs. It is for example used in the APIs offered by Google, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Ebook Library and Ebay. Most cloud-based Software-as-a-Service offerings use
OAuth for protecting their services and the data of their users.OAuth 2 is specified and
standardized by the IETF in RFC6749 (). OAuth 1 has been replaced by OAuth 2, is outdated
and not presented here. This is why we use the short form OAuth to refer to OAuth 2.1.3
TermsTwo similar terms -- authentication and authorization -- are used in the context of OAuth
and API Security. To understand the details of OAuth, it is essential to know the distinction
between the two:Authentication is a concept for answering the question: Who are you?
Authentication provides a method for providing proof for the claimed identity.Authorization is a
concept that answers the question: What are you allowed to do? Authorization provides the
rights assigned to the confirmed identity, for example access rights. For OAuth, authentication is
a precondition for proper authorization.OAuth relies on authentication and authorization but does
neither. This can be confusing, since the name "OAuth" suggests that it might be related to one
of them.OAuth 2 is a framework for delegation of HTTP-based access. Authentication is
performed by another component, for example by the mechanisms of a login page. Authorization
needs to be performed by the API, which uses the token and information related to the token for
authorizing access to the protected resource.2 OAuth ActorsOAuth is designed for distributed
systems that consist of several actors with distinct roles. Just like the actors in a movie play
specific roles so the story can evolve, each actor in an OAuth flow takes on a specific role in the
overall OAuth solution. The following actors can be found in all OAuth-based interactions:OAuth
Provider (also known as OAuth server or authorization server)Resource Provider (usually a set
of web APIs)Resource Owner (also known as user)Client (usually a cloud app or mobile app)In
this chapter we characterize each of the four OAuth actors. Understanding each OAuth actor will
help you to map the OAuth concepts to the components in your specific software project.2.1
OAuth ProviderThe OAuth provider (also known as OAuth server or authorization server)
consists of:an authentication component (such as a login page and an identity provider)a
component (consent server) for requesting the authenticated user's consent for the delegation
of access rights to the clienta token-management infrastructure (such as a database).Let me
give you an example: Tim wants that his tweets from Twitter appear automatically on LinkedIn so
he can stay in touch with his business contacts. In this example the OAuth provider would be a
component which is made available by the service provider Twitter.In this book the OAuth



provider is visualized as follows:2.2 Resource ProviderThe resource provider makes a protected
resource available. The resource may be data or a service and is often offered in the form of a
web API, which in turn offers the protected data. The web-API has to ensure that only
authenticated and authorized users can in fact access the data. It does this by requiring an
OAuth access token as part of the request. For each incoming request the web-API first needs to
check the validity of the provided access token. Only requests with valid access tokens will be
allowed to access the resource.In the example introduced earlier, LinkedIn attempts to access a
Twitter tweet. Thus Twitter is the resource provider in this scenario. In this book the resource
provider is visualized as follows:2.3 Resource OwnerThe resource owner is the owner of the
protected resource. For example the user of Twitter is the owner of his profile data and the
tweets written by him. The resource owner can access the data he owns directly on Twitter.
However, in the context of OAuth it is not the direct access by the resource owner, which is
relevant. Relevant in the context of OAuth, is the indirect access to the data by a third party (the
client). The resource owner delegates his access rights to the third party (the client). Through
this delegation the resource owner allows the third party (the client) to access his data. The third
party accesses the data in the name of the resource owner. In the example introduced earlier,
Tim wants that his LinkedIn account can access his tweets on Twitter. Thus Tim is the resource
owner in this scenario. In this book the resource owner is depicted as follows:2.4 ClientThe client
is an application that attempts to access a protected resource. The client can be a web
application, a mobile app or a cloud app.OAuth 2.0Getting Started in Web-API SecurityAPI
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Credentials7.3 Revocation of Access Tokens8 BackmatterSummaryThis book offers an
introduction to API Security with OAuth 2.0. In far less than 100 pages you will gain an overview
of the capabilities of OAuth. You will learn the core concepts of OAuth. You will get to know all 4
OAuth Flows that are used in cloud solutions and mobile apps.If you have tried to read the
official OAuth specification, you may get the impression that OAuth is complicated. This book
explains OAuth in simple terms. The different OAuth Flows are visualized graphically using
sequence diagrams. The diagrams allow you to see the big picture of the various OAuth
interactions. This high-level overview is complemented with a rich set of example requests and
responses and an explanation of the technical details.In the book the challenges and benefits of
OAuth are presented, followed by an explanation of the technical concepts of OAuth. The
technical concepts include the actors, endpoints, tokens and the four OAuth flows. Each flow is
described in detail, including the use cases for each flow. Extensions of OAuth - so called
profiles - are presented, such as OpenID Connect and the SAML2 Bearer Profile. Sequence
diagrams are presented to explain the necessary interactions.Who should read this book?You
do not have the time to read long books? This book provides an overview, the core concepts,
without getting lost in the small-small details. This book provides all the necessary information to
get started with OAuth in far less than 100 pages.You believe OAuth is complicated? OAuth may
seem complicated with flows and redirects going back and forth. This book will give you clarity
by introducing the seemingly complicated material by many illustrations. These illustrations
clearly show all the involved interaction parties and the messages they exchange.You want to
learn the OAuth concepts efficiently? This book uses many illustrations and sequence diagrams.
A good diagram says more than 1000 words.You want to learn the difference between OAuth
and OpenID Connect? You wonder when the two concepts are used, what they have in common
and what is different between them. This book will help you answer this question.You want to use
OAuth in your mobile app? If you want to access resources that are protected by OAuth, you
need to get a token first, before you can access the resource. For this, you need to understand
the OAuth flows and the dependencies between the steps of the flows.You want to use OAuth to
protect your APIs? OAuth is perfectly suited to protect your APIs. You can learn which OAuth
endpoints need to be provided and which checks need to be made within the protected
APIs.SummaryThis book offers an introduction to API Security with OAuth 2.0. In far less than
100 pages you will gain an overview of the capabilities of OAuth. You will learn the core concepts
of OAuth. You will get to know all 4 OAuth Flows that are used in cloud solutions and mobile
apps.If you have tried to read the official OAuth specification, you may get the impression that
OAuth is complicated. This book explains OAuth in simple terms. The different OAuth Flows are
visualized graphically using sequence diagrams. The diagrams allow you to see the big picture
of the various OAuth interactions. This high-level overview is complemented with a rich set of
example requests and responses and an explanation of the technical details.In the book the
challenges and benefits of OAuth are presented, followed by an explanation of the technical
concepts of OAuth. The technical concepts include the actors, endpoints, tokens and the four



OAuth flows. Each flow is described in detail, including the use cases for each flow. Extensions
of OAuth - so called profiles - are presented, such as OpenID Connect and the SAML2 Bearer
Profile. Sequence diagrams are presented to explain the necessary interactions.Who should
read this book?You do not have the time to read long books? This book provides an overview,
the core concepts, without getting lost in the small-small details. This book provides all the
necessary information to get started with OAuth in far less than 100 pages.You believe OAuth is
complicated? OAuth may seem complicated with flows and redirects going back and forth. This
book will give you clarity by introducing the seemingly complicated material by many
illustrations. These illustrations clearly show all the involved interaction parties and the
messages they exchange.You want to learn the OAuth concepts efficiently? This book uses
many illustrations and sequence diagrams. A good diagram says more than 1000 words.You
want to learn the difference between OAuth and OpenID Connect? You wonder when the two
concepts are used, what they have in common and what is different between them. This book
will help you answer this question.You want to use OAuth in your mobile app? If you want to
access resources that are protected by OAuth, you need to get a token first, before you can
access the resource. For this, you need to understand the OAuth flows and the dependencies
between the steps of the flows.You want to use OAuth to protect your APIs? OAuth is perfectly
suited to protect your APIs. You can learn which OAuth endpoints need to be provided and
which checks need to be made within the protected APIs.1 IntroductionPeople have gotten a bit
sensitive about internet security and privacy. "Mobile apps, web-APIs and Cloud Services - yes, I
like and use them, but ... is my data really secure there? Can I control what happens to my data
and who can access is?" These and many related questions are top-of-mind for many cloud and
mobile users. And, who can blame them? With the recent incidents of compromised accounts
and stolen passwords, these types of question are more than justified.Organizations that offer
mobile apps and cloud services have to address these questions of their users. These
organizations are not any longer only web-startups, Google and Facebook. Today, the business
of almost every industry is transforming into a digital business. Businesses across the different
industries thus need to think about information security. To differentiate, more and more
traditional businesses increasingly create digital services for their customers. That is why all
types of businesses need to face the security questions of their users. Users demand the
responsible processing, storing and transmission of their data – and companies have to react
now. To win the trust of their customers and users, organizations need to take the concerns of
their users seriously. They can do this by building on established standards instead of building
proprietary solutions. In the context of web-APIs, mobile apps and cloud services, there are two
established standards for authentication and authorization: and . But which standard should be
used in a given scenario? How does the technology work? Which experiences have been
gathered from practical use of these technologies?1.1 The Password Anti-PatternAn example:
Sarah uses the mobile app of her car insurance to register a claim for a minor accident. On the
mobile app of her insurance company, she first has to authenticate by entering her username



and password. Because entering passwords is cumbersome, the mobile app saves the
credentials on the mobile.A second example: Tim wants his tweets from Twitter to appear on
LinkedIn automatically to stay in touch with his business contacts. To realize this functionality,
LinkedIn would need to have access to Tim's Twitter account. The simplistic solution would be to
provide LinkedIn with the credentials of Twitter, so LinkedIn can directly access Tim's
tweets.However, both "solutions" would be quite a security risk, since Sarah's password is saved
unprotected on the mobile and Tim's password is provided to another cloud service. Both
instances are examples of the "Password Anti-Pattern". In practice, this solution cannot be
used.1.2 What is OAuth 2?OAuth 2 is a standard for delegating authorization for accessing
resources via HTTP.OAuth 2 offers a solution for the scenarios of the examples above without
the risks of the password anti-pattern. With OAuth 2 we can give access rights to the mobile app,
without providing the password. Instead, a token is handed to the app. The token represents the
access rights for a subset of the data, for a short time frame. To obtain the token, the user first
logs in on the website of the OAuth server. The generated token can be an authorization code,
an access token or a refresh token. An access token allows access to a resource during a limited
time period. In case the token gets compromised, the access rights associated with the token
can be revoked.Sarah and Tim from the previous example will not notice any difference. The
user experience is roughly the same, whether OAuth is used or not. The important difference:
Sarah and Tim can use their mobile apps and cloud apps in a secure manner, if OAuth is used
under the hood.In fact, OAuth is under the hood of many modern cloud, mobile and web
applications. The end user can notice a few advantages. The advantages are that they have a
fine-granular control over the access to their data, do not need to give their password to third
parties, and if they should lose their mobile, they can remotely revoke all OAuth tokens which are
stored on the lost device.OAuth 2 is a standard that is used in mobile integration use cases,
when mobile apps need to communicate securely with server-side backend systems. OAuth 2 is
also the standard for securing APIs. It is for example used in the APIs offered by Google, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Ebook Library and Ebay. Most cloud-based Software-as-a-Service offerings use
OAuth for protecting their services and the data of their users.OAuth 2 is specified and
standardized by the IETF in RFC6749 (). OAuth 1 has been replaced by OAuth 2, is outdated
and not presented here. This is why we use the short form OAuth to refer to OAuth 2.1.3
TermsTwo similar terms -- authentication and authorization -- are used in the context of OAuth
and API Security. To understand the details of OAuth, it is essential to know the distinction
between the two:Authentication is a concept for answering the question: Who are you?
Authentication provides a method for providing proof for the claimed identity.Authorization is a
concept that answers the question: What are you allowed to do? Authorization provides the
rights assigned to the confirmed identity, for example access rights. For OAuth, authentication is
a precondition for proper authorization.OAuth relies on authentication and authorization but does
neither. This can be confusing, since the name "OAuth" suggests that it might be related to one
of them.OAuth 2 is a framework for delegation of HTTP-based access. Authentication is



performed by another component, for example by the mechanisms of a login page. Authorization
needs to be performed by the API, which uses the token and information related to the token for
authorizing access to the protected resource.1 IntroductionPeople have gotten a bit sensitive
about internet security and privacy. "Mobile apps, web-APIs and Cloud Services - yes, I like and
use them, but ... is my data really secure there? Can I control what happens to my data and who
can access is?" These and many related questions are top-of-mind for many cloud and mobile
users. And, who can blame them? With the recent incidents of compromised accounts and
stolen passwords, these types of question are more than justified.Organizations that offer mobile
apps and cloud services have to address these questions of their users. These organizations
are not any longer only web-startups, Google and Facebook. Today, the business of almost
every industry is transforming into a digital business. Businesses across the different industries
thus need to think about information security. To differentiate, more and more traditional
businesses increasingly create digital services for their customers. That is why all types of
businesses need to face the security questions of their users. Users demand the responsible
processing, storing and transmission of their data – and companies have to react now. To win
the trust of their customers and users, organizations need to take the concerns of their users
seriously. They can do this by building on established standards instead of building proprietary
solutions. In the context of web-APIs, mobile apps and cloud services, there are two established
standards for authentication and authorization: and . But which standard should be used in a
given scenario? How does the technology work? Which experiences have been gathered from
practical use of these technologies?1.1 The Password Anti-PatternAn example: Sarah uses the
mobile app of her car insurance to register a claim for a minor accident. On the mobile app of her
insurance company, she first has to authenticate by entering her username and password.
Because entering passwords is cumbersome, the mobile app saves the credentials on the
mobile.A second example: Tim wants his tweets from Twitter to appear on LinkedIn
automatically to stay in touch with his business contacts. To realize this functionality, LinkedIn
would need to have access to Tim's Twitter account. The simplistic solution would be to provide
LinkedIn with the credentials of Twitter, so LinkedIn can directly access Tim's tweets.However,
both "solutions" would be quite a security risk, since Sarah's password is saved unprotected on
the mobile and Tim's password is provided to another cloud service. Both instances are
examples of the "Password Anti-Pattern". In practice, this solution cannot be used.1.2 What is
OAuth 2?OAuth 2 is a standard for delegating authorization for accessing resources via
HTTP.OAuth 2 offers a solution for the scenarios of the examples above without the risks of the
password anti-pattern. With OAuth 2 we can give access rights to the mobile app, without
providing the password. Instead, a token is handed to the app. The token represents the access
rights for a subset of the data, for a short time frame. To obtain the token, the user first logs in on
the website of the OAuth server. The generated token can be an authorization code, an access
token or a refresh token. An access token allows access to a resource during a limited time
period. In case the token gets compromised, the access rights associated with the token can be



revoked.Sarah and Tim from the previous example will not notice any difference. The user
experience is roughly the same, whether OAuth is used or not. The important difference: Sarah
and Tim can use their mobile apps and cloud apps in a secure manner, if OAuth is used under
the hood.In fact, OAuth is under the hood of many modern cloud, mobile and web applications.
The end user can notice a few advantages. The advantages are that they have a fine-granular
control over the access to their data, do not need to give their password to third parties, and if
they should lose their mobile, they can remotely revoke all OAuth tokens which are stored on the
lost device.OAuth 2 is a standard that is used in mobile integration use cases, when mobile apps
need to communicate securely with server-side backend systems. OAuth 2 is also the standard
for securing APIs. It is for example used in the APIs offered by Google, Twitter, LinkedIn, Ebook
Library and Ebay. Most cloud-based Software-as-a-Service offerings use OAuth for protecting
their services and the data of their users.OAuth 2 is specified and standardized by the IETF in
RFC6749 (). OAuth 1 has been replaced by OAuth 2, is outdated and not presented here. This is
why we use the short form OAuth to refer to OAuth 2.1.3 TermsTwo similar terms --
authentication and authorization -- are used in the context of OAuth and API Security. To
understand the details of OAuth, it is essential to know the distinction between the
two:Authentication is a concept for answering the question: Who are you? Authentication
provides a method for providing proof for the claimed identity.Authorization is a concept that
answers the question: What are you allowed to do? Authorization provides the rights assigned to
the confirmed identity, for example access rights. For OAuth, authentication is a precondition for
proper authorization.OAuth relies on authentication and authorization but does neither. This can
be confusing, since the name "OAuth" suggests that it might be related to one of them.OAuth 2
is a framework for delegation of HTTP-based access. Authentication is performed by another
component, for example by the mechanisms of a login page. Authorization needs to be
performed by the API, which uses the token and information related to the token for authorizing
access to the protected resource.2 OAuth ActorsOAuth is designed for distributed systems that
consist of several actors with distinct roles. Just like the actors in a movie play specific roles so
the story can evolve, each actor in an OAuth flow takes on a specific role in the overall OAuth
solution. The following actors can be found in all OAuth-based interactions:OAuth Provider (also
known as OAuth server or authorization server)Resource Provider (usually a set of web
APIs)Resource Owner (also known as user)Client (usually a cloud app or mobile app)In this
chapter we characterize each of the four OAuth actors. Understanding each OAuth actor will
help you to map the OAuth concepts to the components in your specific software project.2.1
OAuth ProviderThe OAuth provider (also known as OAuth server or authorization server)
consists of:an authentication component (such as a login page and an identity provider)a
component (consent server) for requesting the authenticated user's consent for the delegation
of access rights to the clienta token-management infrastructure (such as a database).Let me
give you an example: Tim wants that his tweets from Twitter appear automatically on LinkedIn so
he can stay in touch with his business contacts. In this example the OAuth provider would be a



component which is made available by the service provider Twitter.In this book the OAuth
provider is visualized as follows:2.2 Resource ProviderThe resource provider makes a protected
resource available. The resource may be data or a service and is often offered in the form of a
web API, which in turn offers the protected data. The web-API has to ensure that only
authenticated and authorized users can in fact access the data. It does this by requiring an
OAuth access token as part of the request. For each incoming request the web-API first needs to
check the validity of the provided access token. Only requests with valid access tokens will be
allowed to access the resource.In the example introduced earlier, LinkedIn attempts to access a
Twitter tweet. Thus Twitter is the resource provider in this scenario. In this book the resource
provider is visualized as follows:2.3 Resource OwnerThe resource owner is the owner of the
protected resource. For example the user of Twitter is the owner of his profile data and the
tweets written by him. The resource owner can access the data he owns directly on Twitter.
However, in the context of OAuth it is not the direct access by the resource owner, which is
relevant. Relevant in the context of OAuth, is the indirect access to the data by a third party (the
client). The resource owner delegates his access rights to the third party (the client). Through
this delegation the resource owner allows the third party (the client) to access his data. The third
party accesses the data in the name of the resource owner. In the example introduced earlier,
Tim wants that his LinkedIn account can access his tweets on Twitter. Thus Tim is the resource
owner in this scenario. In this book the resource owner is depicted as follows:2.4 ClientThe client
is an application that attempts to access a protected resource. The client can be a web
application, a mobile app or a cloud app.2 OAuth ActorsOAuth is designed for distributed
systems that consist of several actors with distinct roles. Just like the actors in a movie play
specific roles so the story can evolve, each actor in an OAuth flow takes on a specific role in the
overall OAuth solution. The following actors can be found in all OAuth-based interactions:OAuth
Provider (also known as OAuth server or authorization server)Resource Provider (usually a set
of web APIs)Resource Owner (also known as user)Client (usually a cloud app or mobile app)In
this chapter we characterize each of the four OAuth actors. Understanding each OAuth actor will
help you to map the OAuth concepts to the components in your specific software project.2.1
OAuth ProviderThe OAuth provider (also known as OAuth server or authorization server)
consists of:an authentication component (such as a login page and an identity provider)a
component (consent server) for requesting the authenticated user's consent for the delegation
of access rights to the clienta token-management infrastructure (such as a database).Let me
give you an example: Tim wants that his tweets from Twitter appear automatically on LinkedIn so
he can stay in touch with his business contacts. In this example the OAuth provider would be a
component which is made available by the service provider Twitter.In this book the OAuth
provider is visualized as follows:2.2 Resource ProviderThe resource provider makes a protected
resource available. The resource may be data or a service and is often offered in the form of a
web API, which in turn offers the protected data. The web-API has to ensure that only
authenticated and authorized users can in fact access the data. It does this by requiring an



OAuth access token as part of the request. For each incoming request the web-API first needs to
check the validity of the provided access token. Only requests with valid access tokens will be
allowed to access the resource.In the example introduced earlier, LinkedIn attempts to access a
Twitter tweet. Thus Twitter is the resource provider in this scenario. In this book the resource
provider is visualized as follows:2.3 Resource OwnerThe resource owner is the owner of the
protected resource. For example the user of Twitter is the owner of his profile data and the
tweets written by him. The resource owner can access the data he owns directly on Twitter.
However, in the context of OAuth it is not the direct access by the resource owner, which is
relevant. Relevant in the context of OAuth, is the indirect access to the data by a third party (the
client). The resource owner delegates his access rights to the third party (the client). Through
this delegation the resource owner allows the third party (the client) to access his data. The third
party accesses the data in the name of the resource owner. In the example introduced earlier,
Tim wants that his LinkedIn account can access his tweets on Twitter. Thus Tim is the resource
owner in this scenario. In this book the resource owner is depicted as follows:2.4 ClientThe client
is an application that attempts to access a protected resource. The client can be a web
application, a mobile app or a cloud app.
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Jacob Kings, “Nice cheat sheet. A cheat sheet book to quickly understand Oauth, really helped
me to move forward, now I read the rfc and don't get scared because of so much jibber jabber.
I'm putting 4 stars because I found 2 errors and I could never download the promised oauth
cheat sheet from the page”

Phil Rossini, “I thought this was a very good book to explain the principles of OAUTH2. I thought
this was a very good book to explain the principles of OAUTH2. What is helpful is the way the
author describes OAUTH and provides very clear explanations and a helpful cheat sheet.
Recommended to anyone who is interested in using OAUTH on any federation integration
project.”

Mohamed Elboulaki, “Really good book. OAuth flow illustration clearly help me a lot to
understand the concepts, and identify the difference between OAuth types.Great choise if you
are looking for an overview of OAuth.”

Chris Verachtert, “*Very* good intro to OAuth 2.0. There are quite some good publications on
OAuth 2.0 and this introduction written by Matthias Biehl is one of the best.If you want to get up
to speed on OAuth quickly and don't want to wade through a 300+ page book, you cannot go
wrong with this book.The diagrams it contains are very helpful in grasping the overall concepts.If
I could give it 6 stars, I would.In short: it's a gem.”

Yuri Eisen, “Good one for practical developers and architects. Book helps to understand better
scenarios and actors , involved into authentication process. It good enough for understand the
“big picture” in short time and also touches important “little details”. Diagrams are very important
part for good understanding.”

misa, “Provides a nice overview of OAuth. This book provided a nice overview of OAuth as the
author states.  I came across some duplicate phrases/words which the author should clean up.”

Davide, “Succint and easy to follow. You won't find code here but this book gives you a good
high-level overview of how OAuth2 is supposed to work, complete with easy to understand flow
diagrams. A good introduction to the topic before delving in with some code”

Mr. M. A. Tedone, “Great and concise guide to OAuth2. I finished this book in the time it took to
complete two commutes. It's a comprehensive and simple guide to OAuth2 and how it can be
used to protect APIs. It also mentions Open ID and the SAML2 bridge to make SAML2 and
OAuth2 interact.The book also provides a OAuth2 cheat sheet that can be printed and pinned
on every team's wall with the various sequence diagrams depicting the various OAuth2 flows.”



Chris M, “Great book and use it as my bible (worth it .... Great book and use it as my bible (worth
it just for the cheat sheet, a real penny dropping moment) - now waiting for the OpenID Connect
instalment”

Pedro Feio, “... bought the Kindle version) and the size it's a good high-level book. Considering
the price (I bought the Kindle version) and the size it's a good high-level book.”

Salatiel, “Si no tienes mucho tiempo este libro es para ti. Me toco implementar OAuth y este libro
me sirvió para entender el protocolo sin gastar mucho tiempo. He de decir que ya había tenido
un acercamiento previo pero aún así considero que presenta la información necesaria para
después leer la documentación en más detalle. Lo recomiendo 100%”

The book by Alan Scott Pate has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 98 people have provided feedback.

Summary 1 Introduction 2 OAuth Actors 3 OAuth Endpoints 4 OAuth Tokens 5 OAuth Flows 6
Extensions of OAuth 7 Considerations for Secure OAuth 2 8 Backmatter
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